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a b s t r a c t
To accommodate climate-driven changes in biological communities, conservation plans are increasingly
making use of models to predict species’ responses to climate change. To date, species distribution models have been the most commonly used approach for assessing species’ vulnerability to climate change.
Biological trait-based approaches, which have emerged recently, and which include consideration of species’ sensitivity and adaptive capacity, provide alternative and potentially conﬂicting vulnerability
assessments and present conservation practitioners and planners with difﬁcult choices. Here we discuss
the differing objectives and strengths of the approaches, and provide guidance to conservation practitioners for their application. We outline an integrative methodological framework for assessing climate
change impacts on species that uses both traditional species distribution modelling approaches and biological trait-based assessments. We show how these models can be used conceptually as inputs to guide
conservation monitoring and planning.
Crown Copyright Ó 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Biodiversity loss is occurring across much of the world
(Butchart et al., 2010; Secretariat of the CBD, 2010; WWF, 2012)
and anthropogenic climate change has been identiﬁed as one of
the main drivers of these trends (Parmesan and Yohe, 2003). This
threat is predicted to become more severe over the next century
owing to accelerating global warming, and changes in precipitation
patterns and timings, as well as alterations in climatic extremes
(IPCC, 2007). Various predictions have been made of the impacts
of climate change on the world’s habitats and species, generally
⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 (0)191 3341379.
E-mail address: s.g.willis@durham.ac.uk (S.G. Willis).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biocon.2015.05.001
0006-3207/Crown Copyright Ó 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

indicating that more species will become threatened with extinction, and that their distributions will move substantially, often
shrinking (Sala et al., 2000; Midgley et al., 2002; Thomas et al.,
2004; Bagchi et al., 2013). Climate change is not only additional
to other direct threats to biodiversity, such as land-use change,
over-hunting, and invasive species, but can also act synergistically
with these threats (e.g. Benning et al., 2002; Hof et al., 2011). There
is, therefore, an urgent need to assess the potential consequences
of future climate change on species, and to initiate adaptive management planning that helps shape current and future conservation decisions. The need to produce adaptive management plans
has stimulated considerable research in recent years, resulting in
various approaches to assessing climate change-driven risks
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(Game et al., 2011; Hole et al., 2011; Gardali et al., 2012; Bagchi
et al., 2013; Foden et al., 2013; Garcia et al., 2014).
To date, the majority of climate change vulnerability assessments have used Species Distribution Models (SDMs), which correlate data on species’ contemporary distributions with observations
of recent climates and then apply these correlations to climate projections to predict the location(s) of suitable climatic conditions for
a species in the future (e.g. Beaumont and Hughes, 2002; Harrison
et al., 2006; Phillips et al., 2006; Huntley et al., 2008; Jensen et al.,
2008). Consequently, in predicting species responses to projected
future climate change, SDMs use future exposure of a species to climate change (i.e. the extent to which the species’ physical environment will change) to climate change as an input parameter and
assess the sensitivity of the species (the potential for the species
to persist, in situ or elsewhere) to that change. However, such
SDMs take no account of the potential capacities of species to adapt
to such changes by dispersal, behavioural change or evolutionary
adaptation. For example, a species might have ample
climatically-suitable habitat in the future, but its inherent dispersal limitations may make reaching this habitat unlikely. The shortcomings of using basic SDM approaches to simulate future species
changes are well recognised (see Seo et al., 2009; Wiens et al.,
2009; Sinclair et al., 2010), and include their lack of consideration
of biological information about the likelihood of species realising
distribution changes projected by SDMs (Pearson and Dawson,
2003). This shortcoming has led to the development of
next-generation, dynamic (or process-based) SDMs that include
relevant biological traits such as dispersal ability, habitat requirements and other key parameters to assess the likelihood of population changes being realised over space and time (Kearney and
Porter, 2009; Conlisk et al., 2013). However, to parameterise such
models requires quantitative data for a species or system; something that is lacking for many species. An alternative approach,
which we term ‘Trait-based Vulnerability Assessment’ (TVA) considers the vulnerability of species to potential climate change
based on the best available current knowledge of the species’ ecology and life history. Unlike process-based models, TVAs use composite indices (as opposed to modelling) to characterise the
vulnerability of species to climate change.
TVA approaches identify, for a species, the traits that are known
or presumed to render it vulnerable to climate change impacts.
This often entails consideration of three aspects of vulnerability:
exposure to climate change, sensitivity to changes in climate, and
capacity to adapt to such changes, with the latter two aspects beneﬁting from the consideration of traits. Species that combine high
exposure, a high degree of sensitivity, and low capacity to adapt
will be most vulnerable to climate change. These methods provide
a relatively rapid approach to score species according to their likely
vulnerability to future climate change (Rowland et al., 2011).
Several variants on the TVA approach have recently been developed, and are being applied to increasing numbers of taxa
(Williams et al., 2008; Chin et al., 2010; Dawson et al., 2011;
Graham et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2011; Young et al., 2011;
Foden et al., 2013).
To date, however, there have been few explicit comparisons of
SDMs and TVAs in terms of their objectives, the conceptual frameworks underpinning them (Rowland et al., 2011; Paciﬁci et al.,
2015), and the results they produce (Garcia et al., 2014).
Furthermore, little attempt has been made to demonstrate how
their outputs can be applied at scales relevant for conservation
decision making (national and smaller). We seek to address
remaining gaps of these two approaches by considering how elements of each could be used to strengthen the other, and propose
how they can be integrated to provide improved climate change
vulnerability assessments. Our resultant framework also indicates
how both approaches can feed into adaptive management planning

and spatial conservation prioritisation at scales where conservation decisions are made (Margules and Pressey, 2000; Moilanen
et al., 2009; Ladle et al., 2011). We also outline some of the challenges in using the results of climate change vulnerability assessments within the framework of systematic conservation planning.
2. Species Distribution Models (SDMs)
SDMs, in their most basic form, correlate data on the distribution of a taxon (typically a species) with data on contemporary climates (relating to the same time period from which the
distribution data were derived) to establish a relationship between
climate and species occurrence. Resultant models (or more commonly suites of models) are then applied to future climate change
projections to produce forecasts of species’ potential future ranges.
Such SDMs have been applied to species at scales ranging from global (Thomas et al., 2004) and continental (Garcia et al., 2012) to
regional (Thuiller et al., 2005), and have been used to assess projected turnover of species in key sites or protected areas (Hole
et al., 2009, 2011; Araújo et al., 2011; Bagchi et al., 2013). Such
models are most often used to indicate climate change vulnerability by comparing the projected change in range size and location
between the present and a future period (often under various scenarios of dispersal), or even the change in coverage by key sites or
protected areas under future climate change (Coetzee et al., 2009;
Bagchi et al., 2013).
However, there are a myriad of biotic and abiotic factors that
limit the use of such projections for assessing species’ climate
change vulnerability; a consequence of the fact that such models
aim principally to assess geographical shifts in climate suitability
rather than species vulnerability per se. Such correlative models
generally fail to reﬂect differences between species in terms of
their biology (e.g. dispersal ability, tolerance of habitat degradation, demography and the way that species interact with one
another), to incorporate population dynamics and information on
current and projected land cover, or to account for the discrepancy
between climatic preferences as inferred from species’ realised
geographical distributions and their fundamental climatic niches
as determined by their physiology (e.g. Araújo et al., 2013;
Khaliq et al., 2014). In addition, they often cannot be used for species with small geographic distributions or for which only few
records are available (Williams et al., 2009), despite such species
often being those of greatest conservation concern. Nonetheless,
SDMs can provide useful preliminary indications of the potential
spatial and temporal patterns of change in species abundance, distribution and community composition (Elith et al., 2006; Gregory
et al., 2009).
3. Trait-based Vulnerability Assessments (TVAs)
TVAs aim to combine indices or scores for exposure to climate
change and species-speciﬁc combinations of biological characteristics that may increase or decrease the effects of climate changes on
a species, in order to gain some overall measure of vulnerability
(Williams et al., 2008; Young et al., 2011; Gardali et al., 2012;
Foden et al., 2013). They quantify exposure in a variety of ways,
though these are typically simple, uniformly applied measures of
change in climatic variables that are presumed or demonstrated
to be relevant. These assessments consider intrinsic sensitivity
and adaptive capacity but sometimes also add extrinsic factors that
might inﬂuence a species’ capacity to adapt (e.g. prevention of dispersal due to species-speciﬁc habitat barriers). In general, TVAs
assume that vulnerability to climate change is a product of three
components. Like SDMs they consider exposure and sensitivity,
although sensitivity assessments in TVAs usually consider factors
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additional to climate that could affect persistence. Assessment of
sensitivity and adaptive capacity, considered together as ‘sensitivity’ by some approaches (e.g. Garnett et al., 2013), generally
involves identifying the generic life history (e.g. reproductive output), ecological (e.g. microhabitat or interspeciﬁc dependencies)
and genetic (e.g. known historic bottlenecks) characteristics that
could render species vulnerable to climate change (see Table 1
for examples). Species are then scored according to these traits
using the best available information (published, unpublished or
expert knowledge). Finally, sensitivity, adaptive capacity and exposure scores may be weighted and are combined into an overall
score or measure of climate change vulnerability for each species.
A major area of uncertainty in TVAs is how to combine scores in a
manner that reﬂects true vulnerability, as scores are often not on
comparable scales and, as a result, may be standardised before
being combined, which may mask true vulnerability. Different
TVA methods adopt different approaches, for combining components of vulnerability including expert-based weighting (e.g.
Graham et al., 2011), weighting by score conﬁdence (e.g. Thomas
et al., 2011) and logic frameworks (e.g. Foden et al., 2013).
Validation of assessments using observed changes in species distributions and abundances remains an urgent priority for TVA
approaches. Recent work by Pearson et al. (2014) provides a quantiﬁcation of how traits may relate to extinction risk. Such work
seeks to pave the way for robust approaches to combine the various components of TVAs into predictive models. Examples of TVA
approaches, including the vulnerability dimensions and traits considered, are given in Table 1.
Because biological traits generally change little over decadal
time-scales, the measures of adaptive capacity and sensitivity
gathered during the TVA process can provide insights into species’
vulnerability that are not subject to the uncertainties of future climate change projections for this century (Foden et al., 2013).
However, trait data are not always readily available for species,
and consequently vulnerability scores are often heavily reliant
upon expert opinion, which itself is sometimes limited. Also,
because the degree of climate change vulnerability associated with
any particular trait is seldom known or empirically quantiﬁed,
TVAs face large challenges in setting thresholds for each trait to

categorise the degree of climate change vulnerability. Many
approaches circumvent this constraint by using ordinal scoring
and producing relative rather than absolute measures of climate
change vulnerability. However, this can provide challenges for
interpreting and applying results.
TVAs have generally been designed to be practical, accessible
and easily applied, and most have therefore avoided the traditionally complex and technically demanding processes associated with
SDMs. The often simplistic assessment of climate change exposure
means, however, that spatially explicit information such as the
relationship between current and projected distribution ranges,
and the threats that are likely to operate in the potential future distribution ranges, are not considered. While maps of the numbers
and proportions of species vulnerable to climate change can provide insight into areas of highest vulnerability to species loss, most
do not predict potential species gains, and are hence unhelpful in
projecting species turnover and community composition, and in
planning beyond the current range.

4. Integrating SDMs and TVAs
While SDM and TVA approaches may have different user groups
and ultimate objectives (Table 2), both can inform conservation
practitioners about which species should be prioritised for monitoring of climate change impacts. Similarly, both can inform
species- and site-level adaptive management. However, for TVAs,
this is primarily done at the species level, through identifying
actions that may address the components of vulnerability that render each species vulnerable, and thus recommendations for site
management may be generic rather than site-speciﬁc. SDM results
can be applied at site and site-network scales, through projecting
changes in range size and location. In addition, the potential turnover of species at individual sites can inform connectivity requirements between sites; recommendations for adaptive management
are therefore capable of being speciﬁc for individual sites. When
considered in the context of similar projections for all sites in a
network, SDMs inform whether adaptation should be focused on
maintaining persistence of currently occurring species or

Table 1
Examples of trait-based climate change vulnerability assessment approaches, the vulnerability traits they consider, and the species or groups to which they have been applied.
Approach

Dimensions of Vulnerability
considered

Trait groups considered

Scale of documented application (numbers of
species in brackets)

Foden et al. (2013)

Exposure, sensitivity,
adaptive capacity

Garnett et al. (2013)

Exposure, sensitivity,
adaptive capacity

Global birds (9856), amphibians (6204),
warm-water reef-building corals (797); other
Central and East African species (1192)
Australian birds (1237 taxa)

Gardali et al. (2012)

Graham et al. (2011)

Exposure, sensitivity,
adaptive capacity
Exposure, sensitivity,
adaptive capacity
Sensitivity

USFS-RMRS (Bagne
et al., 2011)

Exposure, sensitivity,
adaptive capacity

Habitat specialisation, environmental tolerances, interspeciﬁc interactions, reliance on environmental triggers,
rarity, dispersal, evolvability, exposure
Specialisation (diet, habitats, foraging substrate, climate,
brain size), reproductive capacity, genetic variability
(population size), exposure
Habitat specialisation, physiological tolerances; migratory
status; dispersal ability, exposure
Rarity, interactions with other species, speciﬁc habitatassociated threats, other species-speciﬁc factors, exposure
Diet specialisation, habitat specialisation, recruitment
specialisation, body size
Habitat, physiology, phenology, biotic interactions, exposure

Chin et al. (2010)

Exposure, sensitivity,
adaptive capacity
Exposure, sensitivity,
adaptive capacity

Thomas et al. (2011)

NatureServe (Young
et al., 2011)
EPA-NCEA (US EPA,
2009)

Baseline vulnerability and
climate change
vulnerability

Khaliq et al. (2014)

Exposure, sensitivity

Rarity, habitat speciﬁcity, trophic speciﬁcity, immobility,
physical/chemical intolerance, latitudinal range, exposure
Dispersal, niche breadth, microhabitats, interspeciﬁc
interactions, genetic factors and phenological response,
exposure
Population and range sizes and trends, non-climate stresses &
events, physiological vulnerability, habitat specialisation,
dispersal ability, phenological dependency, interspecies
dependency, exposure
Physiological tolerances, exposure

Californian birds (358)
UK butterﬂies (58), plants (18), bat (1), bird
(1) and beetle (1) species
Coral reef ﬁshes (134)
Designed for terrestrial vertebrates. Tested
on a range of species from New Mexico,
Arizona and Colorado
Sharks and rays of the Great Barrier Reef
(133)
Applied on an ad hoc basis to a range of N and
S American species
North American birds (2), mammals (2),
reptile (1) and ﬁsh (1)

Birds (161) and mammals (297)
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Table 2
Comparison of Species Distribution Models and Trait-based Vulnerability Assessments.
Method

SDMs

TVAs

Objective

To project future distribution of current climate types occupied by
a species; to predict changing distribution of species’ preferred
climates
Statistical association between species’ distributions and
contemporary climate, projected into the future

To identify those species most vulnerable to climate change,
considering both climate exposure and species’ traits

Methodological approach

Outputs

Strengths

Limitations

Utility for identifying
vulnerable species
Utility for informing
adaptive management

Challenges for use in
systematic
conservation planning

 Maps of projected distribution of suitable climates at different
time-points (i.e. spatial and temporal patterns of distribution)
for each species
 Stacked-SDMs used to evaluate potential changes in community composition at a site- or local-scale
Produce spatially explicit maps of potential current and future
distribution of suitable climate for individual species
 Do not consider non-climatic constraints on distribution, i.e.
assume realised niche equates to fundamental niche, and climate-realised niche relationship will be maintained
 Assume no local adaptation, behavioural responses, etc.
 Generally unsuitable for species with small or unnaturally
fragmented distribution ranges

Identify those species projected to undergo the greatest range
change, and those with least overlap between current and
projected distribution
 Can inform priority-setting and guide appropriate responses
at both a site scale, through identifying sites at which species
management should be targeted, and also at a network scale
 Identify key locations for action based on areas projected to
retain or contain de novo species of conservation concern
 Robust climate projections are usually at too coarse a scale to
inform systematic conservation planning, which often utilises
ﬁne-scale planning units
 Areas that are climatically suitable for a species in future may
not be colonised, which adds an inherent uncertainty in the
systematic planning process that is difﬁcult to quantify

facilitating colonisation of other species, or a balance between
these two options (Hole et al., 2011).
We propose that by integrating both approaches, stronger and
more robust climate change risk assessments for biodiversity can
be made, and better – informed adaptation plans can be implemented. The advantages of an integrated approach are that it:
(i) Could produce models (and consequently future projections)
that better reﬂect the mechanisms by which species respond
to climate change.
(ii) Allows more biologically meaningful quantiﬁcation of exposure to climate change, through using SDMs to identify
which climatic variables are the best predictors of current
distribution, and applying such exposure estimates to TVAs.
(iii) Explicitly addresses many of the recognised inadequacies of
each approach and the inconsistencies in the results that
may be produced when they are applied separately.
Here we consider how each approach could be used to improve
the other (as illustrated in the upper half of Fig. 2), and then discuss
how SDMs and TVAs can be integrated into a single conceptual
approach to conducting climate change vulnerability assessments
and adaptive management planning (as illustrated in the lower
half of Fig. 2). A recent paper by Pearson et al. (2014) utilised a

Identify traits associated with increased sensitivity and lower
adaptive capacity to climate change for focal species group. Score
each species based on possession of these traits and combine
these scores with assessments of exposure to approximate overall
vulnerability
 Ranks, categories, continuous scores or binary values for individual vulnerability components, used to derive a ﬁnal vulnerability score
 Stacked-TVAs can be used to show current concentrations/
proportions of vulnerable species
Capture species’ biological traits which are likely to play an
important role in exacerbating or mitigating their climate change
vulnerability
 Cannot easily be used to plan future management of areas not
currently occupied by a species
 Do not produce projections of species’ future ranges or of
community composition
 Results are relative measures of vulnerability and limiting factors are difﬁcult to identify
 Require validation using observed species responses. Ignores
local adaptation
Identify those species considered most vulnerable owing to
greatest exposure and sensitivity, and least adaptive capacity
 Can inform priority-setting and guide appropriate responses
for focal species through identifying the individual components of vulnerability
 Identify key locations for action by highlighting broad areas
containing highest concentrations/proportions of vulnerable
species
 Like SDMs, the scale of climate data limits utility in conservation planning
 A lack of future projections of occupied sites makes future systematic planning near-impossible
 Lack of spatially explicit species turnover makes application in
dynamic spatial plans problematic
 Outputs tend to be relative measures of vulnerability for particular focal species groups (e.g. amphibians or birds), but relative vulnerability between such groups cannot be inferred

combination of SDM and traits to demonstrate how, jointly, they
can inform extinction risk.
4.1. Incorporating information from TVAs into SDMs
There are a number of traits for which data are commonly collected through TVAs that could be usefully integrated into SDMs
(see Fig. 2); such data include habitat preferences, intrinsic dispersal ability, extrinsic dispersal barriers, and environmental tolerances (e.g. to ﬁre, ﬂood, climate). Habitat preferences (a
component of niche breadth) can be used to reﬁne projections of
present and future climate envelopes to give a more accurate estimate of realised niche (e.g. Boitani et al., 2007; Jetz et al., 2007;
Rondinini et al., 2011) as well as environmental tolerances if adequate data are available. Such environmental tolerances might
include known physiological limits for the focal species, or for
other species on which it depends. Species’ inherent dispersal abilities are not incorporated into traditional SDMs, but can be
included in dynamic, iterative approaches, for example, by simulating range shifts using dispersal ability (e.g. Early and Sax,
2011; Barbet-Massin et al., 2012) and demographic processes
(e.g. Willis et al., 2009b; Pearson et al., 2014).
Here we compare a basic SDM and TVA under a climate change
scenario for two African bird species of conservation concern. We
show how SDMs and TVAs can provide conﬂicting assessments of
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potential impact and demonstrate how inclusion of traits into
SDMs can improve threat assessments. SDM projections follow
the methods of Baker et al. (2015), using end-of-century climate
projections from a regional climate model from the Hadley
Centre, UK (Buontempo et al., 2014). Future projections are produced in one of two ways. Firstly, we applied simple correlative
SDMs to future climate projects. Secondly, to account for individual
species traits, we considered dispersal ability and generation
length, in addition to climate suitability, and used a gridded dispersal model with annual time-steps. The latter projections use the
SDM to simulate climate suitability over time (changing climate
suitability for cells every decade through the current century,
based on mean annual suitability per decade) and permit species
to expand (or contract) their range according to their ability to disperse to climatically suitable cells within their dispersal capability
at each generation time step (simulated using MigClim; Engler
et al., 2012). TVA assessments come from Foden et al. (2013).
An example of a species for which assessments could be made
more accurate by the inclusion of trait data into SDMs is the
White-necked Picathartes (Picathartes gymnocephalus). A basic
SDM projects this species to have the potential to increase its current distribution size by about 600% by the end of this century
(Fig. 1a). A TVA suggests this species has low climate change vulnerability due to low climate exposure. However, the exposure
metric from the SDM suggests approximately 50% of its current
range will be climatically unsuitable in future. Incorporating the
species’ low dispersal ability (with a likely mean dispersal distance
per generation of just a few kilometres (BirdLife International,
unpublished data) into a dynamic SDM indicates also that it will
be unable to colonise areas with newly suitable climate, and is
probably more vulnerable to climate change than either the basic
SDM or TVA suggest individually.
In the case of the related Grey-necked Picathartes (Picathartes
oreas, Fig. 1b), a TVA suggests ‘high’ exposure to climate change,
whereas SDM projections suggest that changing climate suitability
within its current range is similar to that experienced by P. gymnocephalus (ca. 50% reduction of suitable climate within the current
range in both cases). A dynamic SDM suggests some potential for
range expansion beyond its current range. However, in both cases
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the TVAs highlight that the species have low adaptive capacities
due to specialised habitat requirements (a requirement for
rock-faces, cliffs, or cave roofs and walls for nesting), something
the dynamic SDMs in Fig. 1 do not consider. As a result of their
breeding specialisation, both species are unlikely to colonise most
newly climatically suitable areas. These two examples provide
some indication of how SDMs and TVAs, when considered in isolation, can provide incomplete (and therefore inaccurate) assessments of potential impacts.
To determine if extrinsic barriers to species’ dispersal exist, species habitat preferences can be used alongside current and projected land use to assess connectivity between current and
projected future ranges. However, projections of future land use
are currently limited: they are often only available at coarse spatial
resolutions and are prone to considerable uncertainties.
Notwithstanding these challenges, such data could be used to ‘clip’
projected future suitable climatic areas, taking into account other
factors such as altitude and very specialised habitat requirements.
Climate itself can prove a dispersal barrier if it limits a species
response rate over time. For this reason dynamic dispersal models
that include temporal alterations in climate suitability will
improve projections of future occupancy (e.g. Early and Sax,
2011). Other potential dispersal barriers such as mountains, oceans
or rivers are also not typically incorporated into traditional SDM
approaches, which can lead to over-projections of species distribution expansions. For example, a failure to account for dispersal barriers in the Tanzanian Eastern Arc Mountains would have resulted
in over-projection of range shifts of endemic plant species (Platts
et al., 2013). Such barriers could be considered post hoc to limit
the extent of potential future range. Alternatively, such barriers
could be used a priori to deﬁne the limits of the modelled area that
the species could expand into.
Reﬁning SDMs with traits can identify: species and areas in
need of more protection, the likely limiting factors for adaptation,
and the key factors affecting species sensitivity. As a result, such
models can inform management actions and permit mapping of,
for example, climate refugia, hotspots of potential species losses,
overall species turnover and potential areas for colonisation.
Some traits currently considered in TVAs are probably not suitable

Fig. 1. Climate change vulnerability over the current century as assessed by simple SDMs and corresponding dynamic dispersal models; the latter considering changing
climate suitability from SDMs along with dispersal-related traits (mean dispersal distance and generation length) from TVAs. Text within maps gives the TVA scores for
sensitivity, low adaptive capacity, exposure and overall vulnerability for each species (from Foden et al., 2013). Figures show changes in simulated areas of occurrence (from
SDMs) for two African bird species of current conservation concern: (a) White-necked Picathartes, Picathartes gymnocephalus and (b), Grey-necked Picathartes, Picathartes
oreas between the present and 2100. Blue shading indicates climate suitability in both periods, green indicates areas becoming newly suitable by 2100 and within the species’
dispersal capability over that period. Red indicates areas becoming unsuitable over the period, and grey indicates areas that are climatically suitable by 2100 (from the simple
SDM) but beyond the species’ dispersal capability during the period. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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for incorporation into SDMs for many species at present, but could
be useful in providing insights into exacerbating factors in relation
to projected changes in climatic suitability. Such traits include
microhabitat afﬁliations, environmental tolerances (other than
direct climate effects), complex interspeciﬁc interactions and the
potential for micro-evolution or behavioural adaptation.

4.2. Incorporating information from SDMs into TVAs
A number of elements from SDMs could be incorporated into
TVAs. Narrow climatic tolerances, a trait commonly considered
when assessing sensitivity (see Fig. 2 for traits framework), might
be better informed by data from SDMs that quantify the breadth of

Fig. 2. Conceptual model demonstrating potential ways to integrate SDM and TVA approaches, as well as their links to systematic conservation planning and adaptive
management.

S.G. Willis et al. / Biological Conservation 190 (2015) 167–178

a species’ multi-dimensional climate niche, assuming that the currently utilised areas reﬂect real climatic limits. When multiple climatic variables can be tested in model selection, and where
detailed species distribution data are available, SDMs could also
be used to identify the climatic variables that are most important
for determining the current distribution of a species (Feeley
et al., 2012). This would enable species-speciﬁc choices of the most
relevant climate variables for assessment of climate change sensitivity and exposure.
TVAs often consider vulnerability associated with dispersal in
terms of both species’ intrinsic abilities (mean and maximum dispersal distances under current natural conditions) and extrinsic
opportunity (e.g. the presence of dispersal barriers such as sea, rivers or intervening land at altitudes that are not tolerated), and tend
to make generalised assumptions about suitable future climate
space requirements in areas of increasing latitude and/or altitude.
SDMs could be used to identify more accurately the availability
and location of suitable climatic conditions at various points in
time in the future, thereby informing whether species’ inherent
dispersal abilities and/or their extrinsic barriers are likely to prevent the species from successfully tracking climate shifts (as in
Fig. 1). SDMs applied to future climates could be used either
directly to estimate exposure (change in suitability), or to identify
thresholds for climate suitability to estimate, for example, the percentage of species’ current distribution ranges that will experience
climatic conditions outside the ranges they currently experience.
Incorporating information from SDMs into TVAs will provide
reﬁned TVAs. However, the resultant outputs remain scores of relative vulnerability, which, whilst very useful for ﬂagging species
(and hotspots of species) of particular vulnerability, may have
more limited utility in planning adaptation strategies. For this reason, we advocate a fully integrative approach that combines SDMs
and TVAs to provide output of maximum value for adaptation
planning (Fig. 2). We provide worked examples of a potential integrative approach in the following section.

5. Integrating SDM and TVA outputs into climate change
vulnerability assessment and adaptation planning
5.1. Identifying vulnerable species and broad regions of concern
Both SDM and TVA approaches can be used to identify species
that may be of concern in the future owing to their vulnerability
to some aspects of climate change. However, each approach currently achieves this through the analysis of different input data,
and provision of different outputs. While SDMs explicitly identify
species projected to lose (or gain) apparently suitable climate
space, TVAs highlight species that are expected to experience
change across their current distribution, and then consider the
mechanism(s) through which this might impact upon the species
of interest; TVAs take no account of potential future range changes.
In our integrative framework, traits that can be quantiﬁed (as continuous measures rather than scores) are implicitly incorporated
into dynamic SDM models to reﬁne range dynamics (as occurs with
dispersal and generation length in the model outputs shown in
Fig. 1). In addition to dispersal ability and generation length, such
traits might also include, habitat preferences, population size
(Howard et al., 2014), species interactions (Mason et al., 2014)
and population dynamics and interactions (Guisan and Rahbek,
2011). Other traits considered in TVAs can be accounted for spatially in reﬁnements to dynamic SDMs, e.g. dispersal barriers.
This integrative approach is entirely quantitative and spatially
explicit and addresses the individual caveats of both approaches.
Recent examples of such integrative approaches include simulations of future threats to European birds (Barbet-Massin et al.,
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2012) and to American mammals (Schloss et al., 2012), and reach
their most integrated in spatially explicit metapopulation models
(Pearson et al., 2014) that use several of the life history traits typically used in TVAs.
Here we propose a simple procedure (Fig. 3) that allows for the
integration of traits that cannot be directly incorporated into SDM
modelling frameworks to provide simple management recommendations. This approach utilises, as a starting point, the best available
projections from integrated SDM–TVA models but externalises and
considers complex additional factors subsequently, prior to producing an outline management recommendation for individual species.
Following the ﬂow chart in Fig. 3 for the case of the White-necked
Picathartes example given above, eventually (Table 3) leads to the
question ‘Is a species/habitat on which the focal species relies differentially impacted?’ The interacting habitat in this case is cliff-face
breeding locations, which are climate insensitive, so the main recommendation would be to prioritise sites of future co-occurrence
of the bird and its nesting habitat. Table 3 shows further indicative
management suggestions for a small subset of West African birds
for which dynamic SDM and TVA assessments were made (see
Supplementary Fig. S1 for equivalent maps to those provide for the
two Picathartes species in Fig. 1).
However, the Picathartes examples also demonstrate a problem
with applying simple rules to complex problems, as nesting sites
are likely to be only one important interacting factor (for example,
these two species feed at army ant swarms, whose occurrence
might also be impacted by climate change). Knowledge of complex
potential limiting factors is likely to be poorly understood for the
majority of species globally; even for very well-studied species,
understanding the drivers of recent population changes can take
decades of research. Consider, for example, the research needed
to elucidate the impacts of pesticides on raptors (Hickey and
Anderson, 1968), or to deduce indirect (Visser and Both, 2005) or
direct climatic impacts on songbirds (Robinson et al., 2004).
Added complexity also occurs when species are migratory; in such
cases the questions in Fig. 3 could be applied separately to the
breeding range, non-breeding range and passage range. All of the
above suggests that generalising management actions for many
species using simple rules could be misinformative. A better
approach might be to use integrated SDM and trait data to ﬂag
potentially vulnerable species and to then consider each species
in greater detail. Such an approach has been adopted to develop
climate change adaptation plans for Australian birds (Garnett and
Franklin, 2014) and this approach exempliﬁes, in our opinion, the
best way by which to plan for climate impacts on biodiversity
while also considering the many potential uncertainties in climate
data, trait data and modelling practices.
5.2. Adaptive management planning: identifying sites to protect and
safeguard
Spatial conservation prioritisation is the process of identifying
networks of important sites for meeting conservation goals, and
planners increasingly aim for these networks to mitigate the
impacts of climate change (Hole et al., 2009, 2011; Game et al.,
2011). The ﬁrst step in this process is identifying the species and
habitats that should be included in these networks; integrated
SDM–TVA approaches can play an important role in this process,
as they help identify vulnerable species for inclusion in the prioritisation scheme. In addition, they can be used to help set representation targets, as it is common to set higher targets for more
vulnerable species (Pressey et al., 2003), and to develop guidance
on the minimum size or spacing of sites and connectivity between
sites (Smith et al., 2010; Mofﬁtt et al., 2011). Beyond identifying
species likely to be most vulnerable to climate change, and thereby
informing prioritisation for species management, integrated SDM–
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Fig. 3. Flow chart demonstrating the potential for integration of SDM and TVA approaches in practice. Blue boxes are questions answered from SDM and TVA data; Q1–Q3 can
be answered from integrated SDM–TVA models and Q4–Q5 from post hoc trait considerations. Green boxes indicate the resultant management actions to consider, in addition
to continued management within the current range. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

TVA approaches can also indicate regions where vulnerable species
are concentrated. Prevalence of particular vulnerability traits for
individual species or species groups, or traits that occur in particular areas can provide insight into effective conservation interventions. For example, for species that face high exposure and have
good inherent dispersal ability but face extrinsic barriers to dispersal (Dawson et al., 2011; Foden et al., 2013), it may be feasible to
increase barrier permeability, or to plan for assisted colonisation
(Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2008; Willis et al., 2009a), while for areas
containing high proportions of species that are sensitive due to
particular traits (e.g. low salinity or drought tolerance), appropriate
site or regional scale actions can be taken.
Integrated models can play a key role in future-proofed spatial
prioritisation, and techniques are available to account for the inevitable uncertainty in the projected suitability maps (Carvalho et al.,
2011; Bagchi et al., 2013). One approach is to select only those
individual sites that are important for conserving both the current
and projected future distributions of species (i.e. sites in which
species are projected to persist). However, this is obviously problematic for species with projected future distributions that do
not overlap with their current range and this approach could also
lead to low priority being given to sites that are projected to be
critical in the future for new communities of species. Instead, integrated models can be used to identify locations outside such networks that may be priorities to add to the existing networks,
given the projected loss of species in existing sites (e.g. Hole
et al., 2009). Moreover, for species projected to need to alter their
range in future, planners can specify species-speciﬁc maximum
distances between current and future sites with suitable habitat,
based on the dispersal estimates used in TVAs (Carroll et al.,
2010; Summers et al., 2012).

needed for climate change adaptation. Traits can be used to help
identify the actions that may address those components of vulnerability that render each species vulnerable. For example, identiﬁcation of a species whose persistence is dependent upon a speciﬁc
habitat (or some component thereof), that itself might be altered
under climate change (e.g. the drying of a wetland) might result
in efforts to actively manage the habitat for the beneﬁt of the species (e.g. water course management). Similarly, persistence may
depend on another species (e.g. an essential pollinator or prey species), which requires co-management with the species of concern.
Alternatively, a species identiﬁed as being unable to disperse to a
newly suitable location (due to either intrinsic or extrinsic factors)
might highlight a requirement to assist the colonisation of this species at a new location.
Dynamic SDMs can be used to project the turnover of species at
sites and potentially also its timing, as well to project individual
species range changes, to identify the locations of climatic refugia
and limiting factors to colonisation, and to compare potential
range shifts to projected climate velocities. However, lags in
colonisation of areas that become climatically suitable and extinction debts are both difﬁcult to predict. When considered in the
context of similar projections for all sites in a network, such information can be used to decide whether adaptation at particular
sites should be focused at any point on maintaining persistence
of currently occurring species, or facilitating colonisation of other
species, or a balance between these two options. In such situations
monitoring will be crucial to determining whether changes are
occurring as projected, and whether adaptation to management
plans for site networks is necessary.

5.3. Adaptive management planning: identifying management actions
needed

When conservation planning is undertaken using future climate
projections, the spatial resolution of the climate data may become
a limiting factor to conservation decision-making (Tabor and
Williams, 2010; Wiens and Bachelet, 2010). While higher resolution climate projections (e.g. down to 1 km2) for current and future
periods do exist (e.g. Kendon et al., 2012), they have inherent
uncertainties arising from the extrapolation and statistical
down-scaling used in their production; an ensemble approach to
future climate prediction at the regional scale is only feasible at
spatial scales of ca. 25–50 km (Giorgi et al., 2009; Nikulin et al.,
2012). At this scale, the conservation planning will be relatively

Adaptive management is crucial in conservation that is cognisant of climate change, since future range shifts, and indeed
future climate change, may not follow model projections.
Similarly, understanding of the intrinsic and extrinsic traits that
make species vulnerable to climate change may change over time,
as unconsidered limitations (or opportunities) come to light. In
addition to helping to design protected area (or conservation site)
networks, integrated models can inform the management actions

5.4. Considerations of spatial resolution and uncertainty

Table 3
Potential management actions (in addition to maintaining management at sites within the current range that are projected to remain climatically suitable) for ten West African endemic bird species, informed by integrating SDM and
TVA data. Q1–Q5 in column headings refer to the ﬁve questions in the ﬂow chart in Fig. 3, which result in the management recommendations provided in the ﬁnal column.
Common name

Habitat use and interspeciﬁc
interactions

Q1-Climate
change?

Q2-Colonisable
habitat?

Q3-Distant
habitat?

Q4Interacting
species?

Q5-Differing responses for focal
and interacting species?

Management Recommendation

Picathartes
gymnocephalus

White-necked
picathartes

Yes

Yes (within range); no
(beyond)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Consider translocations

Picathartes oreas

Grey-necked
picathartes
Western grey
plantain-eater
Brown-cheeked
hornbill
Violet turaco

Rocky rainforest areas and
streams at high altitude; can
follow army ants; poor disperser
Rocky rainforest areas and
streams; can follow army ants
Open woodland; frugivore

Yes

Yes

–

Yes

Yes

No (within);
yes (beyond)
Yes

Yes

–

No and no

–

Yes

–

Yes

No (within);
yes (beyond)

No (beyond) (suitable
area sahelian scrub)

No

No (suitable primary forest
already exists beyond range)
–

Facilitate dispersal to sites with
suitable habitat
Maintain current population and
facilitate movement
Facilitate dispersal corridors
Maintain current management

No

–

Facilitate dispersal corridors

Crinifer piscator
Bycanistes
cylindricus
Musophaga violacea

Agelastes meleagrides
Scotopelia ussheri
Telacanthura
melanopygia
Lybius dubius

Dendropicos elachus

Primary forest; large emergent
trees for nests
Forests; frugivorous

White-breasted
guineafowl
Rufous ﬁshing
owl
Black (Chapin’s)
spinetail
Bearded barbet

Primary and old secondary
forest; shy
Riverine forest habitats

Yes

Yes

No
(beyond
range)
–

Yes

Yes

–

Yes

Possibly (aquatic prey)

Above forest canopy and cliffs in
forests
Generalist woodland frugivore
and insectivore

Yes

No

No

–

–

Prioritise sites of co-occurrence, or
facilitate dispersal of both
Manage for persistence

No (within);
yes (beyond)

No (beyond) (suitable
area sahelian scrub)

No

–

Maintain current management

Little grey
woodpecker

Dry sahelian woodland along
watercourses

Yes

Yes (new range has
suitable habitat)

No
(beyond
range)
–

No

–

Facilitate dispersal corridors
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coarse, and larger than many protected areas or remaining habitat
patches. Additionally, many species of conservation concern occur
only in restricted microclimatic regions, for example beneath rainforest canopies, in river gorges, beside waterfall spray zones, or
dependent on small seasonal wetlands that are poorly represented
by mean climate that is not mediated by local vegetation or topography and is mapped at a coarse scale.
Additional inputs required for future conservation planning,
such as projections of land cover/use and human population density/distribution, are also difﬁcult to produce. Consequently, making projections of species and habitat change into the future, and
using these for conservation planning at the national or
sub-national scale, require careful choices of appropriate methods
and data, and careful interpretation of results. It is vital to understand the uncertainties inherent in the underlying data that contribute to both SDM and TVA assessments, and to qualify or
quantify these uncertainties (Bagchi et al., 2013; Baker et al.,
2015). Only by thoroughly testing these integrated approaches
on past changes (e.g. hind-casting, Green et al., 2008) can we have
conﬁdence in their potential future utility.
SDMs and TVAs, either considered separately or when integrated, can provide valuable information for systematic conservation planning when looking at future conservation needs.
Information from integrated models on potential future ranges of
species can be used to prioritise future sites for protection, and
the likelihood of occurrence can even be used as a weighting factor
in site selection (Carvalho et al., 2011). For species that need to
alter their range in a particular direction, or for those with limited
dispersal capacity, sites within the required area/distance could be
prioritised in plans. Habitats and microclimates upon which particular species have high dependency or specialisation as identiﬁed in
TVAs, can be incorporated into requirements for planning units.
When considering systematic conservation plans for multiple species, prioritisation could be given to those species that have been
identiﬁed as particularly vulnerable to climate change. However,
to date, most systematic planning has been static, focussed on a
single time period. One of the major challenges for systematic conservation planning under climate change will be how to schedule
conservation effort and site selection over both space and time,
to enable the persistence of species during periods of change.
6. Summary
Here we present a framework that brings together SDMs and
TVAs for species-level climate change vulnerability assessments.
Such approaches, integrating climate and trait information are
becoming more widely used (Sinervo et al., 2010; Pearson et al.,
2014). We propose how these integrated approaches can feed into
adaptation planning, but caution that their use in systematic conservation planning requires consideration of the inherent uncertainties in the many projections of future change required
(Wiens and Bachelet, 2010). We suggest that future planning using
SDMs and TVAs should only be undertaken in light of informed
expert knowledge for individual species and habitats. Integrating
these approaches will also provide useful information for actions
beyond planning; they can inform the selection of sites and species
for monitoring, as well as the speciﬁc actions taken to conserve the
species occurring at sites. It is essential that systematic monitoring
is established to verify the temporal and spatial pattern of projections, to validate their incorporation into conservation planning
and to monitor the effectiveness of adaptive interventions.
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